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Canonical transformation �CT� theory provides a rigorously size-extensive description of dynamic
correlation in multireference systems, with an accuracy superior to and cost scaling lower than
complete active space second order perturbation theory. Here we expand our previous theory by
investigating �i� a commutator approximation that is applied at quadratic, as opposed to linear, order
in the effective Hamiltonian, and �ii� incorporation of the three-body reduced density matrix in the
operator and density matrix decompositions. The quadratic commutator approximation improves
CT’s accuracy when used with a single-determinant reference, repairing the previous formal
disadvantage of the single-reference linear CT theory relative to singles and doubles coupled cluster
theory. Calculations on the BH and HF binding curves confirm this improvement. In multireference
systems, the three-body reduced density matrix increases the overall accuracy of the CT theory.
Tests on the H2O and N2 binding curves yield results highly competitive with expensive
state-of-the-art multireference methods, such as the multireference Davidson-corrected
configuration interaction �MRCI+Q�, averaged coupled pair functional, and averaged quadratic
coupled cluster theories. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3086932�

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecules where the electrons are strongly correlated
represent a challenging class of systems for quantitative
quantum chemistry due to the non-mean-field character of
their wave functions. Such systems are termed multirefer-
ence, due to the necessity of incorporating multiple elec-
tronic configurations in order to achieve a correct qualitative
description. Examples of multireference problems are abun-
dant, and include the chemistry of bond breaking, excited
states, and transition metal compounds. While methods such
as complete active space self-consistent field1,2 and, recently,
the density matrix renormalization group3–7 �DMRG� pro-
vide good descriptions of the nondynamic, or qualitative,
correlations of multireference systems, they need to be aug-
mented with a description of the instantaneous, or dynamic,
electron correlations to provide quantitative predictions. In
single-reference problems, where all electron correlation is
dynamic in nature, coupled cluster �CC� methods are known
to provide affordable accuracy and reliability.8–10 In multiref-
erence problems, however, there currently exist no dynamic
correlation methods that provide the same balance of accu-
racy and reliability that coupled cluster methods have
brought to single-reference systems.

Historically, dynamic correlation methods for multirefer-
ence systems have fallen into two broad categories. The first
is second order perturbation theory, including complete ac-
tive space second order perturbation theory �CASPT2�,11–13

multireference Moller–Plesset theory,14 and more recently
n-electron valence perturbation theory.15,16 The most widely
used of these is CASPT2, but this unfortunately has both

lower accuracy and a higher cost scaling in multireference
systems �with reasonable active spaces� than singles and
doubles CC theory does for single-reference systems. This
higher cost scaling becomes a particular problem when large
active spaces are employed, as is common in DMRG calcu-
lations. Furthermore, CASPT2 can sometimes have issues of
reliability due to the problem of intruder states.17 The second
category of methods for treating multireference dynamic cor-
relation includes the multireference configuration
interaction18–20 �MRCI� and closely related coupled pair
functional theories. MRCI is the simple extension of con-
figuration interaction to use a multideterminant reference,
and it inherits the lack of size extensivity common to con-
figuration interaction methods. Various corrections have been
developed that address the size-extensivity issue, such as the
Davidson correction �MRCI+Q�,21,22 the averaged coupled
pair functional,23,24 and averaged quadratic coupled cluster
theory.25 While these corrected methods are significantly
more accurate than MRCI, they are still not rigorously size
extensive except in certain limits. MRCI based methods have
even higher cost scalings than perturbation theory, which
limits their application to small systems. When they can be
applied, however, the corrected MRCI methods are generally
reliable and very accurate.

Canonical transformation �CT� theory26–28 is designed to
model dynamic correlation in large multireference systems
while meeting three important criteria: rigorous size-
extensivity, a cost scaling equivalent to CCSD, and accuracy
for multireference systems comparable to what CCSD pro-
vides for single-reference systems. CT theory uses a unitary
exponential ansatz, which is also used in unitary CC
theory,29–35 some multireference CC theories,36,37 van Vleck-a�Electronic mail: eric.neuscamman@gmail.com.
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type perturbation theories as explored by Freed38 and
Kirtman,39 and White’s40 earlier canonical diagonalization
theory. The central object in CT theory is the effective
Hamiltonian �as in canonical diagonalization theory� which
is Hermitian as a result of using the unitary exponential. Low
cost scaling is achieved by making approximations to the
commutators that appear in the nonterminating Baker–
Campbell–Hausdorff �BCH� expansion of the effective
Hamiltonian and in the amplitude equations. The commuta-
tor approximation uses a decomposition of many body op-
erators and reduced density matrices �RDMs� into combina-
tions of one- and two-body operators and RDMs. Different
CT theories can be derived by employing different operators
and RDM decompositions, although the current form of CT
theory uses the theory of extended normal ordering of
Mukherjee and co-workers41–43 and the theory of
cumulants.44–46 A central feature of the commutator approxi-
mation is that the resulting CT amplitude and energy equa-
tions can be evaluated with only the one- and two-body
RDMs of the reference system, a significant advantage in
systems with large active spaces. Taken together, the unitary
exponential, effective Hamiltonian, and commutator approxi-
mation result in a CT theory that is rigorously size extensive
and has a cost scaling equivalent to CCSD, but for multiref-
erence problems.

Our previous papers26,27 have defined the linear CT
method with singles and doubles �LCTSD�, where linear in-
dicates the order in the BCH expansion at which the first
commutator approximation is employed. In addition to size
extensivity and favorable cost scaling, LCTSD has displayed
excellent accuracy in multireference systems. For bond
breaking in H2O, N2, and FeO, LCTSD’s accuracy is deci-
sively superior to CASPT2 and often competitive with the
corrected MRCI theories, while being of substantially lower
cost. This paper proposes two extensions of the existing
LCTSD method. The first is the quadratic commutator ap-
proximation, which can replace the linear commutator ap-
proximation where applicable, to give the quadratic canoni-
cal transformation theory with singles and doubles, or
QCTSD method. This higher order commutator approxima-
tion removes the formal weaknesses of single-reference
LCTSD as compared to CCSD theory. The second is the
incorporation of exact three-body RDMs for systems in
which they are available, which gives �when combined with
the linear or quadratic commutator approximations� the
L3CTSD and Q3CTSD methods. The incorporation of three-
body RDM information is naturally expected to improve the
accuracy of the CT method in especially difficult multirefer-
ence problems, but still requires less cost than existing mul-
tireference configuration interaction theories. Finally, we also
investigate in detail numerical issues of convergence that
arise when solving the CT amplitude equations, and propose
some practical solutions.

It is important at this point to distinguish the use of
cumulants in CT theory from their use in other methods.
Cumulant approximations are most commonly used in quan-
tum chemistry by contracted Schrödinger equation �CSE�
methods,47–49 which directly optimize a system’s one- and
two-body RDMs. In these methods, cumulants are employed

to approximate the three- and/or four-body RDMs. This ap-
proximation can lead to many problems, one of which is the
dependence of n-representability error on basis set size as
explored by Harris50 and Herbert.51 CT theory also approxi-
mates the three- and four-body RDMs using cumulants, but
only in the active space and only for the reference wave
function �as opposed to CSE methods which approximate the
final wave function’s RDMs in both the active and external
spaces�. This should remove problems of basis set depen-
dence, as the reference wave function’s active space RDMs
change little with the basis set. Indeed, previous results27

show that CT theory’s accuracy is not affected when chang-
ing from a double- to triple-zeta basis set in the nitrogen
dimer. An additional difference from CSE methods is that CT
theory optimizes an excitation operator �as in CC theory�
rather than the system’s RDMs. It is therefore reasonable to
expect n-representability problems to be less prevalent. An-
other method whose use of cumulants bears similarity to CT
theory is Mazziotti’s anti-Hermitian contracted Schrödinger
equation method,52–54 although there the focus is on the two-
body RDM rather than an effective Hamiltonian.

We begin our theoretical discussion with a general re-
view of CT theory �Sec. II A� and an explanation of the
central idea of decomposing many body operators and
RDMs �Sec. II B�. We then describe in detail the LCTSD
�Sec. II C�, QCTSD �Sec. II D�, and L3CTSD and Q3CTSD
�Sec. II E� theories. Next comes a perturbative analysis of
how QCTSD improves the formal properties of CT theory in
single-reference problems �Sec. II F�. We conclude our the-
oretical discussion with a description of the numerical stabil-
ity issue and how it is addressed �Sec. II G�. In the methods
section �Sec. III� we describe the automatic derivation and
implementation of the complicated functions required by
quadratic CT theory. Finally �Sec. IV� we present results and
analysis for four benchmark molecular curves: BH, HF, H2O,
and N2.

II. THEORY

A. Overview

As in unitary CC theory, CT theory seeks to find the
unitary transformation that maps a reference wave function
onto the true wave function, as shown in Eq. �1�. This refer-
ence function may consist of one or more electronic configu-
rations, allowing CT theory to treat both single- and multi-
reference problems.

��� = eA��0� . �1�

In singles and doubles CT, the unitary transformation is built
from the exponential of antisymmetric single and double ex-
citation operators. This set of operators, which excludes
those containing more than two core or two virtual indices,
as well as those with only active indices, is shown in Eq. �2�.
We refer to the operator coefficients as amplitudes.
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A = �
i1s1

Ai1

s1�ai1

s1 − as1

i1� + �
i2i3
s2s3

Ai2i3

s2s3�ai2i3

s2s3 − as2s3

i2i3 � ,

ai1

s1 = as1

† ai1
, �2�

ai2i3

s2s3 = as2

† as3

† ai3
ai2

.

In this paper we distinguish between core orbitals �index
label c� which are doubly occupied in all of the reference
function’s configurations, active orbitals �a� which may have
any occupation, and virtual orbitals �v� which are unoccu-
pied in the reference. We also define the indices i as ranging
over core and active, s over active and virtual, and e over
core and virtual orbitals, while p and q are treated as general
indices.

CT theory applies the unitary operator to the Hamil-
tonian to create an effective Hamiltonian and the correspond-
ing effective Schrödinger equation, Eqs. �3� and �4�.

H̄ = e−AHeA = H + �H,A� +
1

2!
��H,A�,A� + ¯ , �3�

H̄��0� = E��0� . �4�

The amplitudes are determined by solving the nonlinear
amplitude equations, Eqs. �5� and �6�, which take the form of
generalized Brillouin conditions.55

��0��H̄,ai1

s1 − as1

i1���0� = 0, �5�

��0��H̄,ai2i3

s2s3 − as2s3

i2i3 ���0� = 0. �6�

The central idea in CT theory is to introduce a two-body

approximation of H̄ by applying a commutator approxima-
tion to the BCH expansion and amplitude equations. This
allows the amplitudes and energy to be determined using
only the one- and two-body RDMs. The precise definition of
three-body to two-body decompositions used in the commu-
tator approximation leads to different variants of CT theory.

B. Operator and density matrix decomposition

In CT theory we decompose many body operators and
RDMs into combinations of lower body operators and
RDMs. The rules for doing so are based on the theory of
cumulants45 and the extended-normal-ordered �ENO� opera-
tors of Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee.41 A three-body operator,
for example, can be expressed as a constant plus a collection
of one-, two-, and three-body ENO operators. The ENO op-
erators have a zero expectation value with respect to an ar-
bitrary �possibly multireference� reference function, just as
traditionally normal-ordered particle creation and destruction
operators have a zero expectation value with respect to the
true vacuum. In CTSD, we neglect all ENO operators of
order greater than two. In an analogous manner, the three-
body RDM can be written as a collection of one-, two-, and
three-body cumulants, and by neglecting the three-body cu-
mulant we may approximate it using one- and two-body
RDMs.

To begin, let us consider Eqs. �7� and �8�, which decom-
pose the three-body RDM and operator into their one- and
two-body approximations. These equations are derived by
neglecting the three-body cumulant and ENO operator from
their defining equations in Ref. 41. The notation X1,2 implies
the decomposition of X into one- and two-body RDMs and
operators.

��q1q2q3

p1p2p3�1,2 = � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2q3

p2p3 �9 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3 �6 terms� , �7�

�aq1q2q3

p1p2p3�1,2 = � �− 1�x�q1

p1aq2q3

p2p3 �9 terms�

+ � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2aq3

p3 �9 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2aq3

p3 �18 terms�

− � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2q3

p2p3 �9 terms�

+ 4 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3 �6 terms� . �8�

These equations make use of the notation
��−1�xAq1q2. . .

p1p2. . .Bqkqk+1. . .
pkpk+1. . .. . ., which implies that there is one

term for each unique partitioning of the indices among the
objects �A ,B , . . .� in which pi are kept on top and qi on bot-
tom. For each permutation of the indices from their original
positions, a factor of ��1� is applied. Equations �9� and �10�
give examples of this rule.

� �− 1�x�q1

p1aq2q3

p2p3 = �q1

p1aq2q3

p2p3 − �q1

p2aq2q3

p1p3 − �q1

p3aq3q2

p1p2

− �q2

p1aq1q3

p2p3 + �q2

p2aq1q3

p1p3 − �q2

p3aq1q3

p1p2

− �q3

p1aq2q1

p2p3 − �q3

p2aq1q2

p1p3 + �q3

p3aq1q2

p1p2, �9�

� �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3 = �q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3 − �q1

p1�q3

p2�q2

p3 − �q3

p1�q2

p2�q1

p3

− �q2

p1�q1

p2�q3

p3 + �q2

p1�q3

p2�q1

p3 + �q3

p1�q1

p2�q2

p3.

�10�

Decompositions of the three-body RDM and operators
�7� and �8� were used in Ref. 27 to define the Mukherjee–
Kutzelnigg variant of the LCTSD theory. In this work, we
explore a quadratic commutator approximation which also
requires decompositions for four-body RDMs and operators.
Using the same notation, these are shown in Eqs. �11� and
�12�.

��q1q2q3q4

p1p2p3p4�1,2 = � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2�q3q4

p3p4 �18 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3�q4

p4 �24 terms� , �11�
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�aq1q2q3q4

p1p2p3p4�1,2 = � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2aq3q4

p3p4 �36 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3aq4

p4 �96 terms�

− � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2�q3q4

p3p4 �18 terms�

+ 6 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3�q4

p4 �24 terms� .

�12�

We will also investigate systems for which the exact
three-body RDM can be practically computed. In such cases,
the more accurate decompositions given in Eqs. �13�–�15�
may be used. These are derived by neglecting all three- and
four-body ENO operators and all four-body cumulants. The
notation X1,2,�3� implies the decomposition of X into one-,
two-, and three-body RDMs and one- and two-body opera-
tors.

�aq1q2q3

p1p2p3�1,2,�3� = � �− 1�x�q1

p1aq2q3

p2p3 �9 terms�

+ � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2aq3

p3 �9 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2aq3

p3 �18 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2q3

p2p3 �9 terms�

+ 6 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3 �6 terms�

+ �q1q2q3

p1p2p3, �13�

��q1q2q3q4

p1p2p3p4�1,2,�3� = � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2q3q4

p2p3p4 �16 terms�

+ � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2�q3q4

p3p4 �18 terms�

− 2 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3q4

p3p4 �72 terms�

+ 6 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3�q4

p4 �24 terms� ,

�14�

�aq1q2q3q4

p1p2p3p4�1,2,�3� = � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2aq3q4

p3p4 �36 terms�

+ � �− 1�x�q1q2q3

p1p2p3aq4

p4 �16 terms�

− � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2q3

p2p3aq4

ṗ4 �144 terms�

− � �− 1�x�q1q2

p1p2�q3q4

p3p4 �18 terms�

+ 6 � �− 1�x�q1

p1�q2

p2�q3

p3�q4

p4 �24 terms� .

�15�

A final note is that the decompositions in Eqs. �7�–�15�
are invariant to unitary rotations within the active orbitals,
which should render CT theory invariant as well. In practice,
however, the numerical truncation discussed in Sec. II G re-
moves this invariance, as noted previously.26

C. Linear CTSD

The LCTSD method derives from the application of the
linear commutator approximation �X ,Y�1,2 to the BCH ex-
pansion �3� and amplitude equations �5� and �6�. Equation
�16� displays the approximate BCH expansion, in which
three-body operators are decomposed after each commutator.

H̄ = H + �H,A�1,2 +
1

2!
��H,A�1,2,A�1,2 + ¯ . �16�

This expansion can be evaluated recursively by using the
result of each term as the input for the next term. While the
recursion is formally infinite, at some order the terms be-
come negligible because A, which treats only dynamic cor-
relation, is typically small.

The value of the amplitude Brillouin condition for an
excitation operator ô �where ô is e.g., ai2i3

s2s3 −as2s3

i2i3 , see Eqs. �5�
and �6�� which we call the residual with respect to ô, is
approximated in LCTSD by Eq. �17�.

R�ô� = ��H̄, ô��1,2. �17�

For simplicity we have omitted the reference �0 from the
expression for the expectation value. Note that while

��H̄ , ô��1,2 is equivalent to ��H̄ , ô�1,2�, it is implemented sepa-
rately in our code for reasons of efficiency.

To obtain the amplitudes, LCTSD solves the amplitude
equations through a Newton–Raphson scheme with step-size
control and an approximate Jacobian. Computing the true
Jacobian matrix would require differentiating each amplitude
equation with respect to each amplitude, but the approxima-
tion to the Jacobian’s action shown in Eq. �18� is sufficient.

�Jx��ô = ���H̄,X�1,2, ô��1,2. �18�

Here x� is the vectorized set of amplitudes corresponding to
the amplitude operator X, while �Jx��ô refers to the amplitude
corresponding to the excitation operator ô in the vector pro-
duced by acting J on x�. Using this approximation to the
Jacobian’s action, the amplitudes are computed iteratively
using Eq. �19�.

J�x�i+1 − x�i� = − r�i. �19�

Here x�i and r�i are the vectorized amplitudes and residuals for
the ith iteration, while x�i+1 are the vectorized amplitudes for
the �i+1�th iteration �before applying step-size control�.

D. Quadratic CTSD

The QCTSD method arises from using both the linear
�X ,Y�1,2 and quadratic ��X ,Y� ,Z�1,2 commutator approxima-
tions to obtain the effective Hamiltonian and amplitude equa-
tions. The distinction from LCTSD arises from the fact that
quadratic terms ��X ,Y�1,2 ,Z�1,2 in LTCSD involve two suc-
cessive decompositions, and are not equivalent to the corre-
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sponding terms ��X ,Y� ,Z�1,2 involving only a single decom-

position, as used in QCTSD. The resulting form of H̄ arising
in QCTSD is displayed in Eq. �20�.

H̄ = H + �H,A�1,2 +
1

2!
��H,A�,A�1,2

+
1

3!
���H,A�,A�1,2,A�1,2 +

1

4!
����H,A�,A�1,2,A�,A�1,2

+ ¯ . �20�

A subtle consequence of the decompositions in QCTSD is
that by separating the Hamiltonian into its one- and two-
body constituents �h1 and h2�, we can exploit the fact that
�h1 ,A� is expressed exactly with one- and two-body opera-
tors, to delay the operator decomposition of commutators
involving h1 to one higher order in A. This gives rise to a

modified form of the QCTSD effective Hamiltonian H̄ which
we shall use in this work, shown in Eqs. �21�–�23�.

H̄ = H + H̄�1� + H̄�2�, �21�

H̄�1� = �h1,A� +
1

2!
��h1,A�,A�1,2 +

1

3!
���h1,A�,A�,A�1,2

+
1

4!
����h1,A�,A�,A�1,2,A�1,2 + ¯ , �22�

H̄�2� = �h2,A�1,2 +
1

2!
��h2,A�,A�1,2

+
1

3!
���h2,A�,A�1,2,A�1,2

+
1

4!
����h2,A�,A�1,2,A�,A�1,2 + ¯ . �23�

The residual in QCTSD is also defined using both the
linear and quadratic commutator approximations. As dis-
cussed above, we can distinguish between the h1 and h2 con-
tributions, and thus we determine the QCTSD residuals via
Eqs. �24�–�26�.

R�ô� = R�1��ô� + R�2��ô� , �24�

R�1��ô� = ��h1, ô�� + ���h1,A�, ô��1,2

+
1

2!
����h1,A�,A�, ô��1,2 + ¯ , �25�

R�2��ô� = ��h2, ô��1,2 + ���h2,A�, ô��1,2

+
1

2!
����h2,A�,A�1,2, ô��1,2 + ¯ . �26�

A final difference between QCTSD and LCTSD is the evalu-
ation of the Jacobian’s action, for which QCTSD simply re-
moves the decomposition from the inner commutator of Eq.
�18�, giving Eq. �27�.

�Jx��ô = ���H̄,X�, ô��1,2. �27�

We conclude our discussion of QCTSD by noting that
although it is a more expensive method than LCTSD, it re-
tains the same cost scaling. The difference in cost between
evaluating the linear and quadratic commutator approxima-
tions �H ,A�1,2 and ��H ,A� ,A�1,2 is a constant factor only.

E. Incorporating three-body RDMs

Both the linear and quadratic algorithms can be made
more accurate by incorporating the exact three-body RDM.
This is accomplished by replacing the decompositions in
Eqs. �7�, �8�, �11�, and �12� with those in Eqs. �13�–�15�. We
formulate the L3CTSD algorithm by making the substitu-
tions shown in Eqs. �28� and �29� to the BCH expansion and
residual equation of LCTSD.

�H,A�1,2 → �H,A�1,2,�3�, �28�

��H, ô��1,2 → ��H, ô�� . �29�

In the same manner, Q3CTSD is derived from QCTSD
through the substitutions shown in Eqs. �28�–�31�.

��H,A�,A�1,2 → ��H,A�,A�1,2,�3�, �30�

���H,A�, ô��1,2 → ���H,A�, ô��1,2,�3�. �31�

Here the subscript 1,2,�3� denotes the decomposition of
three- and higher-body operators and four- and higher-body
RDMs into one- and two-body operators and one-, two-, and
three-body RDMs.

While LCTSD and QCTSD both have cost scalings
equivalent to CCSD, the incorporation of the three-body
RDM increases the scalings of L3CTSD and Q3CTSD, as
shown in Table I. This makes the three-body RDM methods
less feasible in large systems, especially those with large
active spaces. We note, however, that the cost scalings of
L3CTSD and Q3CTSD are still lower than that of MRCI-
type methods.

F. Perturbative analysis of QCTSD
for a single-determinant reference

This section continues the discussion presented in Ref.
26, where the CT energy was analyzed via perturbation

TABLE I. Commutators and cost scalings for various methods. Costs as-
sume that active space size is proportional to system size. For CASPT2 and
MRCI, the first cost assumes an uncontracted theory requiring the CI coef-
ficients, while the second assumes a fully contracted theory requiring only
the RDMs. For very large active spaces, diagonalizing the semi-internal
overlap matrix will increase the cost of CT and contracted CASPT2 to
O�n9�.

Method Commutators Cost

CCSD ¯ O�n6�
LCTSD �H ,A�1,2 O�n6�
QCTSD �H ,A�1,2 ��H ,A� ,A�1,2 O�n6�
L3CTSD �H ,A�1,2,�3� O�n7�
Q3CTSD �H ,A�1,2,�3� ��H ,A� ,A�1,2,�3� O�n8�
CASPT2 ¯ O�en� or O�n8�
MRCI ¯ O�en� or O�n10�
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theory for the special case in which the reference function is
a single determinant. The analysis is carried out with respect
to the Fermi vacuum �particle-hole transformation�, where
the occupied orbital destruction and creation operators are
transformed to hole creation and destruction operators, re-
spectively, while virtual orbital creation and destruction op-
erators are viewed as particle creation and destruction opera-
tors. With this substitution, any normal-ordered operator will
have a zero expectation value with respect to the reference
determinant. As a result, all RDMs are identically zero in the
Fermi vacuum. This property has an important consequence
for the operator decompositions of Eqs. �8� and �12�. By
setting the RDMs to zero, we see that decomposing a three-
or four-body operator in the Fermi vacuum is equivalent to
neglecting the operator altogether.

Writing the Hamiltonian as H=EHF+F+W, we separate
the one-body Fock operator F from the two-body fluctuation
W. We also separate our amplitude operator into one- and
two-body components via A=A1+A2. By applying Bril-
louin’s theorem to the amplitude equations, one can show
that A1 is second order in W while A2 is first order. From
these properties, the previous paper demonstrated that
LCTSD’s largest energy error is of order W4. Here we dem-
onstrate that QCTSD’s largest error is of order W5. In com-
parison, the largest error in CCSD involving the one- and
two-body excitation operators T1 and T2 is also W5.56 Note
that the L3CTSD and Q3CTSD methods are redundant here,
because the decomposition of the 3-body RDM is exact for a
single-determinant reference.

Before proving our result for QCTSD, let us consider
LCTSD’s treatment of the BCH term ��W ,A2� ,A2� as an ex-
ample of how we analyze CT’s perturbative accuracy.
LCTSD approximates this term as ��W ,A2�1,2 ,A2�1,2. In the
Fermi vacuum, this approximation is equivalent to neglect-
ing the three-body operators after each commutator. Since
the RDMs are zero, only full contractions resulting from the
commutators will contribute to the energy. Thus the outer
decomposition produces no error. Further, any three-body
operator produced by the inner commutator cannot fully con-
tract during the outer commutator, and so the inner decom-
position is also error-free.

Now consider the order W4 BCH terms, which are
shown in Eq. �32�.

E�4� = � 1
2 ��W,A1�,A2� + 1

2 ��W,A2�,A1� + 1
2 ��F,A1�,A1�

+ 1
6 ���F,A1�,A2�,A2� + 1

6 ���F,A2�,A1�,A2�

+ 1
6 ���F,A2�,A2�,A1� + 1

6 ���W,A2�,A2�,A2�

+ 1
24����F,A2�,A2�,A2�,A2�� . �32�

By the same reasoning as in our example above, LCTSD
computes the correct energy contribution for all terms in Eq.
�32� except the last two. The first error is caused by decom-
posing �neglecting� the three-body operator produced by the
innermost commutator of the term ���W ,A2� ,A2� ,A2�. This
operator can fully contract during the outer two commutators
and thus has a nonzero energy contribution. In contrast,
QCTSD approximates this term as ���W ,A2� ,A2�1,2 ,A2�1,2.
No error results from neglecting the three- and four-body

operators produced by the second commutator, as they can-
not fully contract during the final commutator. By a similar
argument, the energy of ����F ,A2� ,A2� ,A2� ,A2� is incorrect
in LCTSD but correct in QCTSD. Thus through a term by
term analysis, QCTSD is shown to produce the correct en-
ergy for all contributions of order W4 or lower. QCTSD does
make errors of order W5, however, an example of which
occurs in the term ����W ,A2� ,A2�1,2 ,A2� ,A2�1,2. Here the
three- and four-body operators neglected after the second
commutator could have fully contracted during the outer two
commutators. In conclusion, QCTSD is accurate to the same
order in perturbation theory as CCSD, and thus we expect it
to be more accurate than LCTSD when a single-determinant
reference is employed.

G. Numerical stability

In general, the set of functions formed by applying ex-
citation operators to a multireference wave function may be
linearly degenerate. While CT theory must account for this, a
more severe numerical problem arises from the decomposi-
tion of operators and density matrices. Examining the
Newton–Raphson method used to solve for the CT ampli-
tudes illuminates this problem.

At each step in the iterative CT algorithm, new ampli-
tudes are produced by solving Eq. �19�. As in other multiref-
erence theories, excitation degeneracies may cause the Jaco-
bian matrix J to be singular. To repair J and orthonormalize
the excitation basis, the Newton–Raphson equation is modi-
fied by the projected overlap matrix S, as shown in Eq. �33�.

�S−1/2JS−1/2�S1/2�x�i+1 − x�i� = − S−1/2r�i. �33�

S is computed by removing eigenvalues smaller than some
threshold from the full overlap matrix. As the linear degen-
eracies correspond to these eigenvalues, Eq. �33� should be
invertible. However, in CT theory there are additional
difficulties.

If no approximations were made, the largest and smallest

eigenvalues of the orhonormalized Jacobian J̃=S−1/2JS−1/2

would be roughly bound by the energies of excitations in-
volving one or two external orbitals. Examined indepen-
dently, S and J have many small eigenvalues. In the product
S−1/2JS−1/2, a delicate cancellation of these eigenvalues pro-
duces a spectrum obeying the aforementioned boundaries. As
a result, Eq. �33� should have a modest condition number.
However, the error introduced by operator decomposition in
the calculation of J disrupts this cancellation, leading to un-

physically small eigenvalues in J̃ and an insoluble linear
equation. Even without decomposition, the applications of J
given by Eqs. �18� and �27� are approximations. We have
verified, however, that even when these equations are re-
placed by the true expression for the Jacobian, operator de-
composition still produces unphysically small eigenvalues.
We therefore continue to use Eqs. �18� and �27� for their
efficiency.

Our current solution to this numerical issue is based on
the method used to remove linear degeneracies from the ex-
citation basis. By raising the threshold below which overlap
eigenvalues are discarded, we may circumvent the problem
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of small-eigenvalue cancellation. In practice we choose two
parameters, �1 and �2, as thresholds for the singly and doubly
external excitation spaces. Compared to the typical thresh-
olds used to remove linear degeneracies �	10−6�, the thresh-
olds necessary to repair the CT Jacobian are quite large
�	10−2�.

While the introduction of large thresholds makes CT
theory tractable, they represent free parameters that have no
physical justification. In Sec. IV E we present a practical
approach for choosing the thresholds that helps remove their
ambiguity. This method has proven successful in N2 and
H2O, but a more robust approach is clearly desirable. Future
research will investigate alternative methods for dealing with
CT’s numerical instabilities.

III. METHODS: AUTOMATIC ALGEBRA

The most difficult part of implementing a CT algorithm
is deriving and encoding the tensor contractions necessary to
compute the commutator approximations. Rather than deriv-
ing all the terms for the new methods by hand, we instead
wrote a program to automate the process. This program,
which may be downloaded via the link available in the
supplemental information, performs the following tasks.

�1� Expand all commutators;
�2� normal order all operators;
�3� apply operator/RDM decompositions; and
�4� combine like terms.

While the first three operations are relatively straightfor-
ward, the fourth is difficult due to the high symmetry of the
tensors involved and the freedom to rename dummy indices.
As an example, consider the term shown in Eq. �34�, which
occurs when evaluating ��H ,A� ,A�1,2.

�
a1a2a3

i1i2i3i4i5

�i3

a3�i1i5

i4a1vi3i5

i2i4Aa2

a1Ai2i1

a2a3. �34�

The tensors in this term have two-, eight-, eight-, one-, and
fourfold symmetries for a total of 512 possible index ar-
rangements. Further, because of the summation, all the indi-
ces are dummy indices.

In order to combine like terms, the program first trans-
forms each term into a unique canonical form �here the word
canonical has no relation to CT theory�. The rules for writing
a term in canonical form are based on a lexicographic order-
ing of the tensors and their indices, with some special con-
ditions in the case of a repeated tensor name. This choice of
canonical form is arbitrary and certainly not unique. What is
important is that for each term encountered in CT theory,
there is only one way to write it in canonical form. The
canonical form for our example term is shown in Eq. �35�

�
abcd

efgh

Ab
aAde

bc� f
c�dh

agv fh
eg. �35�

To demonstrate why automatic derivations are necessary,
Table II shows the number of unique terms required to evalu-
ate the various commutators, assuming no factorization has

been applied. The terms themselves can be found via the link
in the supplemental information, along with the input files
used to derive them. Once the terms have been derived, we
use a separate program to generate the corresponding FOR-

TRAN code.

IV. RESULTS

All results for methods other than CT were computed
using the MOLPRO program package,13,19,20,57–62 with the ex-
ception of full configuration interaction �FCI� in N2, for
which we use the results of Larsen et al.63 All calculations
are performed on singlet ground states. In BH and HF we
compare methods based on a single-determinant reference
function, while in H2O and N2 we compare multireference
methods.

A. Boron hydride

The first molecule we study is BH, which is treated in
the Dunning double zeta with polarization �DZP� basis64 us-
ing Cartesian d orbitals, with the boron d orbital exponent
changed to 0.5 as in Ref. 26. We have carried out two types
of CT calculations, one using the Hartree–Fock determinant
as the reference function and the other using a four-electron
three-orbital �4e ,3o� CASSCF reference. In both cases, all
electrons were correlated. Notice that when a single determi-
nant is used as the CT reference function, the large truncation
thresholds discussed in Sec. II G are unnecessary as the over-
lap matrices’ eigenvalues are either 0 or �1. Also recall that
the cumulant approximation is exact for a single determinant,
so the L3CTSD and Q3CTSD methods become redundant.

One reason for developing the QCTSD method was to
improve accuracy when the reference function is a single
electronic determinant. Figure 1 and Table III show that
QCTSD is indeed an improvement over LCTSD when the
Hartree–Fock reference is used. QCTSD is also an improve-
ment when starting from the CASSCF solution, although this
behavior appears to be unique to the BH molecule. In our
other systems, QCTSD appears to be less accurate than
LCTSD when a CASSCF solution is used as the reference
function. We also note that QCTSD behaves similarly to
CCSD when the Hartree–Fock reference is employed, as
may be expected from the fact that their energies are for-
mally accurate to the same order in the fluctuation potential.
This similarity is most pronounced near the equilibrium ge-

TABLE II. Evaluating commutators in CT theory requires many tensor con-
tractions, the number of which are shown here for each type of commutator.
See Sec. III for details.

Commutator No. of unique terms

�H ,A�1,2 298
�H ,A�1,2,�3� 314

��H ,A� ,A�1,2 16 935
��H ,A� ,A�1,2,�3� 23 245

��H , ô��1,2 110
��H , ô�� 42

���H ,A� , ô��1,2 6552
���H ,A� , ô��1,2,�3� 10 504
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ometry. As the bond is stretched, QCTSD shows a larger
nonparallelity error �NPE�. Overall, the BH molecule sup-
ports the analysis that QCTSD should be more accurate than
LCTSD when a single-determinant reference is used.

B. Hydrogen fluoride

HF is treated in the Dunning DZP basis64 using spherical
d orbitals, with the hydrogen p and fluorine d orbital expo-
nents changed to 0.75 and 1.6, respectively, as in Ref. 26. We
carried out CT calculations using both Hartree–Fock and
�2e ,2o� CASSCF solutions as reference functions. All orbit-
als were correlated.

QCTSD again makes an improvement on LCTSD when
using the Hartree–Fock reference, as shown in Fig. 2 and
Table IV. Its energy is also again very similar to CCSD,
although it fails to converge for bond lengths greater than
150% of the equilibrium distance �both CT methods con-
verge across the entire dissociation curve when using the
CASSCF reference�.

The main difference from BH can be seen when using a
CASSCF reference function where, unlike in the Hartree–
Fock case, QCTSD is less accurate than LCTSD. This unex-
pected behavior is also displayed in the H2O and N2 mol-
ecules. While LCTSD and QCTSD both enjoy improvements
in absolute error when moving from a Hartree–Fock to

CASSCF reference, the improvements in LCTSD produce
better parallelity with the FCI bonding curve.

C. Water

The H2O molecule is treated in the Dunning cc-pVDZ
basis set65 using spherical d orbitals. The oxygen 1s orbital is
frozen after the �6e ,5o� CASSCF calculation. In this section
we consider the symmetric stretching of the two O–H bonds.
All dynamic correlation calculations employ the CASSCF
reference function.

The most notable result in the water molecule is that
QCTSD and Q3CTSD, which use the quadratic commutator
approximation, are less accurate than LCTSD and L3CTSD,
which use the linear commutator approximation. This can be
seen in the nonparallelity errors shown in Table V and Fig. 3.
The error in QCTSD, and to a lesser extent Q3CTSD, in-
creases as the bonds are stretched up to 150% of their equi-
librium distances, beyond which the error diminishes. This
behavior is similar to that of CASPT3. In contrast, the errors
for LCTSD and L3CTSD are less sensitive to the O–H bond
distance, producing curves more parallel to FCI. A less sur-
prising result is that the L3CTSD and Q3CTSD methods
show superior parallelity as compared to LCTSD and
QCTSD, respectively.
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FIG. 1. Energy errors for BH in a modified DZP basis set. Req

=2.329 Bohr. �1=�2=0.05. s.r.=single reference.

TABLE III. Results for BH in a modified DZP basis. FCI is reported in Eh, with other methods reported as the difference from FCI in mEh. The Hartree–Fock
solution is used as a reference except in the second set of CT calculations, which use a �4e ,3o� CASSCF solution.

R /Req
a FCI HF MP2 MP3 CCSD

LCTSD
H–F

QCTSD
H–F

LCTSDb

�4e ,3o�
QCTSDb

�4e ,3o�

1.0 �25.227 627 102.366 28.639 11.060 1.792 �5.225 2.595 �4.274 3.105
1.1 �25.223 980 103.563 29.430 11.502 1.868 �5.333 2.712 �4.124 3.170
1.2 �25.214 410 105.299 30.553 12.166 1.980 �5.595 2.906 �3.987 3.239
1.3 �25.202 124 107.575 32.029 13.077 2.140 �6.084 3.213 �3.912 3.173
1.4 �25.188 960 110.393 33.875 14.258 2.360 �6.930 3.672 �3.752 3.258
1.5 �25.175 976 113.763 36.107 15.727 2.644 �8.366 4.331 �3.562 3.352

NPEc N/A 11.397 7.468 4.667 0.852 3.141 1.736 0.712 0.247

aReq=2.329 bohrs.
b�1=�2=0.05.
cNonparallelity error.
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Compared to CASPT2, the CT methods all show supe-
rior accuracy. This comparison is especially significant for
LCTSD, as it has a lower cost scaling than multireference
perturbation theory. Furthermore, LCTSD and L3CTSD are
comparable in accuracy to the corrected MRCI methods �in
fact, both LCTSD and L3CTSD are superior in accuracy to
AQCC�, while QCTSD and Q3CTSD are slightly lower in
accuracy.

D. Nitrogen

The N2 molecule is treated in the Dunning cc-pVDZ
basis set65 using spherical d orbitals. The 1s orbitals are fro-
zen after the �6e ,6o� CASSCF calculation, which is used as
the reference for all dynamic correlation methods. Results
for nitrogen are displayed in Table VI and Fig. 4.

As in the water molecule, the QCTSD method proves to
be less accurate than LCTSD, displaying a larger nonparal-
lelity error. It again shows an increase in energy relative to
FCI during initial bond stretching, followed by a decrease as
the bond is stretched further. The LCTSD method also dis-
plays this behavior, but to a lesser extent.

Unlike for water, the Q3CTSD method is more accurate
than LCTSD and L3CTSD, showing the best parallelity of
all methods tested. This is significant because even though
Q3CTSD is more expensive than the other CT methods, it
has a lower cost scaling than MRCI.

Including the exact three-body RDM improves CT’s par-
allelity in N2, just as it did for H2O. The improvement is

most notable in Q3CTSD, where the inclusion of the three-
body RDM removes the energy error bump seen in QCTSD.

All CT methods were significantly more accurate than
CASPT2, and all but QCTSD were competitive with the
MRCI based methods. LCTSD, L3CTSD, and Q3CTSD
showed NPEs of 1.9, 1.2, and 0.6 mEh, respectively, com-
pared to 1.0–1.3 mEh for the corrected MRCI methods and
8.3 mEh for CASPT2.

E. Truncation thresholds

This section investigates the effect of the thresholds �1

and �2 in the H2O and N2 molecules. The basis sets and
frozen cores are the same as above.

Before discussing our results, we should point out how
the overlap matrix is computed. In the spirit of CT theory, it
is tempting to approximate the three-body RDMs needed to
calculate the overlap matrix using the cumulant decomposi-
tion of Eq. �7�. In practice this leads to less accurate energies,
and so all calculations reported in this paper compute the
overlap matrix using the true three-body RDM. This proce-
dure eliminates what should be one of CT theory’s advan-
tages: requiring only the one- and two-body RDMs. Future
research will attempt to remove the need for overlap thresh-
olds entirely in order to recover this advantage.

Our current strategy is to use the smallest thresholds for
which the CT equations are solvable and to use the same
thresholds for all geometries. The reason for this choice is
that the orthonormalized Jacobian’s condition number should
be physically bound �see Sec. II G�. If the CT equations do

TABLE IV. Results for HF in a modified DZP basis. FCI is reported in Eh, with other methods reported as the difference from FCI in mEh. The Hartree–Fock
solution is used as a reference except in the second set of CT calculations, which use a �2e ,2o� CASSCF solution.

R /Req
a FCI HF MP2 MP3 CCSD

LCTSD
H–F

QCTSD
H–F

LCTSDb

�2e ,2o�
QCTSDb

�2e ,2o�

1.0 �100.264 981 217.894 8.226 5.477 3.036 �0.881 2.951 �0.712 2.214
1.1 �100.257,467 221.981 8.249 6.314 3.322 �1.187 3.255 �0.729 2.436
1.2 �100.240,154 226.213 8.465 7.326 3.656 �1.666 3.596 �0.727 2.701
1.3 �100.218,661 230.720 8.956 8.558 4.056 �2.434 3.950 �0.701 3.005
1.4 �100.196,105 235.613 9.800 10.062 4.542 �3.700 4.238 �0.648 3.335
1.5 �100.174,219 240.989 11.062 11.889 5.137 �5.857 4.185 �0.575 3.663

NPEc N/A 23.095 2.836 6.412 2.101 4.976 1.287 0.154 1.449

aReq=1.733 bohrs.
b�1=�2=0.001.
cNonparallelity error.

TABLE V. Results for the simultaneous bond breaking of H2O using the cc-pVDZ basis set. FCI is reported in Eh, with other methods reported as the
difference from FCI in mEh. All dynamic correlation methods use the �6e ,5o� CASSCF solution as a reference.

R /Req
a FCI CASSCF CASPT2 CASPT3 MRCI MRCI+Q ACPF AQCC LCTSDb L3CTSDb QCTSDb Q3CTSDb

1.0 �76.238 851 162.986 13.302 3.767 5.557 �0.561 0.933 2.313 �0.768 �1.232 2.680 2.387
1.5 �76.061 811 149.701 11.282 4.783 5.081 �0.572 0.876 2.133 �0.907 �1.783 3.509 2.795
2.0 �75.945 588 131.954 8.431 3.835 3.781 �0.525 0.542 1.504 �1.279 �1.510 1.933 1.712
2.5 �75.915 266 124.574 8.301 2.233 3.105 �0.639 0.257 1.100 �1.829 �1.865 0.733 0.700
3.0 �75.910 028 123.011 8.464 1.721 2.946 �0.673 0.184 1.001 �1.919 �1.923 0.371 0.368

NPEc N/A 39.975 5.091 3.061 2.661 0.169 0.757 1.335 1.152 0.691 3.138 2.427

aReq=1.876 bohrs, �HOH=109.57°.
b�1=�2=0.01.
cNonparallelity error.
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not converge, we interpret it as in indication that CT’s ap-
proximations are preventing the necessary small-eigenvalue
cancellation between the Jacobian and overlap matrix, and
thus raise the truncation threshold to remove the small over-
lap eigenvalues. This approach should not be viewed as a
rigorous justification for our choice of thresholds, but rather
as a pragmatic method for setting threshold values.

In H2O, for example, the LCTSD equations did not con-
verge at all points for thresholds below �1=�2=0.01. While
the CT equations can be solved for some geometries with
smaller thresholds, we use 0.01 in an effort to maintain a
balanced description. For N2, the minimum convergable
LCTSD thresholds were �1=0.02 and �2=0.01.

Figure 5 shows the effects of choosing different thresh-
olds close to the minimum convergable threshold on the
LCTSD and QCTSD energies for H2O. For O–H bond dis-
tances greater than 150% of equilibrium, changing the
thresholds has only minor ��1 mEh� effects on the energy.
For distances between 100% and 150%, the thresholds’ ef-

fects are as large as 2mEh. It is encouraging to observe that
the smallest convergable threshold gives the smoothest
curves for both LCTSD and QCTSD.

Figure 6 shows threshold dependence for N2. For
LCTSD, the change in energy with thresholds was �1 mEh

at all geometries. The QCTSD energy was more sensitive to
the choice of threshold, showing energy changes of up to
2.5 mEh. We note that again, the lowest convergable thresh-
olds yield the smoothest energy curve.

F. Summary

As expected in the single-reference tests �BH and HF�,
QCTSD improved on the accuracy of LCTSD, giving results
comparable to CCSD. In the multireference tests �H2O and
N2�, QCTSD was less accurate than LCTSD but L3CTSD
was more accurate. All CT methods were significantly more
accurate than CASPT2 in the multireference tests, while
LCTSD and especially L3CTSD had accuracies competitive
with ACPF, AQCC, and MRCI+Q.
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FIG. 3. Energy errors for the simultaneous bond breaking of H2O in the
cc-pVDZ basis set. Req=1.876 Bohr. Bond angle=109.57°. �1=�2=0.01.

TABLE VI. Results for the bond breaking of N2 using the cc-pVDZ basis set. FCI is reported in Eh, with other methods reported as the difference from FCI
in mEh. All dynamic correlation methods use the �6e ,6o� CASSCF solution as a reference.

R a FCIb CASSCF CASPT2 CASPT3 MRCI MRCI+Q ACPF AQCC LCTSDc L3CTSDc QCTSDc Q3CTSDc

0.9525 �109.167 573 182.072 21.437 6.146 8.391 �0.564 1.932 3.458 �0.421 �1.781 4.620 3.387
1.0679 �109.270 384 186.030 22.202 6.618 8.883 �0.782 2.016 3.642 �0.576 �2.575 5.191 3.257
1.1208 �109.278 339 187.644 22.497 6.852 9.123 �0.845 2.083 3.752 �0.281 �2.582 5.426 3.043
1.1737 �109.271 915 189.155 22.713 7.062 9.348 �0.812 2.136 3.847 �0.178 �2.696 5.818 2.913
1.2700 �109.238 397 191.715 22.873 7.387 9.734 �1.029 2.207 3.996 0.342 �2.852 7.044 3.387
1.4288 �109.160 305 195.376 22.300 7.743 10.313 �1.174 2.240 4.165 0.613 �2.993 7.745 3.280
1.5875 �109.086 211 197.685 20.309 7.782 10.634 �1.363 2.004 4.069 0.474 �2.873 7.672 3.485
1.7463 �109.030 31 197.660 17.287 7.616 10.664 �1.491 1.591 3.768 0.070 �1.995 6.359 3.473
1.9050 �108.994 81 194.696 14.587 6.740 10.140 �1.750 0.928 3.142 �1.241 �1.891 4.066 3.086

NPEd N/A 15.612 8.286 1.635 2.272 1.186 1.312 1.023 1.854 1.213 3.679 0.571

aRadii in angstroms.
bFCI results of Larsen et al. �Ref. 63�.
c�1=0.02 and �2=0.01.
dNonparallelity error.
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FIG. 4. Energy errors for the bond breaking of N2 in the cc-pVDZ basis set.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

CT theory uses a unitary exponential ansatz, a Hermitian
effective Hamiltonian, and commutator approximations to
efficiently model dynamic correlation in multireference sys-
tems. It is rigorously size extensive and demonstrates an ac-
curacy superior to CASPT2 and competitive with the cor-
rected MRCI methods ACPF, AQCC, and MRCI+Q. Here
we developed and tested several extensions to the original
linear CT with singles and doubles �LCTSD� method,
namely, quadratic CT �QCTSD�, and linear and quadratic CT
with the three-body reduced density matrix �L3CTSD,
Q3CTSD�. Our results show that while LCTSD provides a
good balance between cost and accuracy, there are two cases
where our newer methods are preferable. First, for systems
where it is practical to compute the three-body reduced den-
sity matrix, the L3CTSD method provides a further increase

in accuracy over the LCTSD method. While L3CTSD has a
cost scaling higher than LCTSD �n7 versus n6�, this is still
lower than CASPT2 or MRCI. Second, when the reference
function is a single Slater determinant, QCTSD has an accu-
racy that is superior to LCTSD both formally and in practice.

While the accuracy and performance characteristics of
the CT methods are quite favorable, the numerical difficul-
ties associated with solving the CT amplitude equations re-
main unresolved. Although we have shown that these can be
dealt with in a practical manner, a more robust solution
would greatly improve reliability. Current research is there-
fore focused on addressing these numerical issues.
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